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The phenomenon of optical potential producing elastic waves has been etudied. The possibility for 
absorption is oonsidered and the possibility of the conversion of elastic waves into photoelmtric 
current or other forms of ladiation is discussed. 

Fornbach et. al.1 considered the nucleus as continuous optical medium having dehi te  
refractive index and absorption coefficient. Byfield, et. aL2 solved Schodinger equation 
and expressed meson nucleus interaction. WatsonS considered rneson as sufficiently 
energetic and moving with a velocity which is of the order of the velocity of light c. When it 
impacts on nucleus, two phenomena occur-(i) S ~ a t t e r i n g ~ ~ ~ - ' ~  and (ii) Shock waves 
oarrying nuclear excitatian are formed when internal atomic configuration is uudisturbed. 
The velocity of nucleus responsible for shock waves follows, and meson responsible for 
optical potent5al impacts repeatedly till i t  is finally absorbed. or scattered. Considering the 
scattering phenomenon, Watson3 neglected the phenomenon of 'field effect' which 
carresponds to the recreation of Eeson. When meson is once abso&gd, scattering en& but 
simultaneously the absorbed meson affects atomic configuration and elastic waves form 
which get converted into heat radiation or photoelectric current according to different 
circumstances as we can see in television gnd photoelectric cells. 

The photomeson problem is represented by Watson3 thus : 

* 
where @ is the wave matrix, H' the perturbation and Sd the scattering of meson in nucleus. 

1 ' 
where Qo ($) = - , e being an algebraic entity. 

e 

The transition operator T is defined by 

T = ( H ' + R +  V )  cP (3) 

T = H' .t (V + A) FSd, ($) H' + R P  (+) H' (4) 

-. (for absorption) 
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- 
which splits up in the following parts s 

where Z'a stands for the transition operator for absorption, T8 for scattering and Xv for 
neither absorption nor scattering. For absorption of photomeson and for producing change 
in the atomic configurption, the transition state is denoted by I and represented by the 
equation 

The trangition operator in the case of elastic phenomenon is 

(-) + 
where Q = 1.4- (t, + A) (+) and h, is a plane wave. The possibility for the 

absarption of photomeson been derived by Watsons by the equation, 

Neglecting small contribution fiam cross-sectim term, we have 

Kellyu conaidered the optical potential as I 
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(0) 
where Vop iis the contribution of Vop used'for intxraOti09 with nucleus, i.e. \. 

(0, , , Ze% vo,=-- - + V  
9. (11) 

m e  coriservation of energ in w e  of interaction of photons is represented by Einstin's 
equation f 

_w2 
h r s  - 2 + (12) 

where d, i~ the potential function for electron far the material. Since we are-concerned with 
the abso~bed . photons, 

so that 

Yette i~vestigated the photoeffect by mesnv of suspended dust particle carrying charge and 
its weight counter-bahnced by electric field. We write, 

where m i 4 the mass and q  i3 the charge in the photoeffect prooess. As the particto loses tho 
charge its sign changes from (q  + e) to ( q  -e) ,  that is, 

E 
+ 

mg (PA e)<- - - 
P \ 

since v = for elastic naves, 

Prom (I 3) and (16) we have 

If the snrface of substance constitute coaderlser plate, pliotoelectric current flows through 
the circuit in which the condenser is comected. If appropriate voltage is not supplied, 

WL v2 
cwont  ccases to flow according to the condibion C U b  = - 2 . When the electrons 

are dislodged from a great inner depth. their velocity is small. Thus the coating of suibble 
conlpound cau;es the emirsio~\ of electron from the upper surface and so provides . 

- p;reabr intensity to phot~elect~ric current. 
h 




